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By Brig Gen Jack Mohr C.P.D.L.  

INTRODUCTION 

"We are not interested in the good of others: we are solely interested in power . . . only 

power, pure power."  

These words were spoken by one of George Orwell's characters, in his chilling novel "1984."  

Today, the Free World, made up mostly of what are basically the White Christian Nations, 

sometimes known as "Christendom," are drifting at a rapid rate into the totalitarianism of 

Orwell's "1984." In one country after another, opposition parties have been banned, the press 

has been censored, religion has been suppressed, and the Inner Party has taken over complete 

control. Yet every totalitarian state flaunts its democracy.  

But what of America - "sweet land of liberty?" Is there a possibility that "1984" could happen 

here? Have Americans been "brainwashed" into accepting alien control? In 2 Thessalonians 

2, we read about a time, when because men "will not receive the truth, that they might be 

saved," - (and we can apply this to other than a religious sense too) - Verse 11 - "For this 

cause, God shall send them a strong delusion, (Strong's #4106, Greek "plane", meaning: "to 

deceive; an imposter; a misleader.") that they should believe a lie. That they might all be 

damned (Strong's #2919, Greek "krino", meaning: "Punished; sentenced; tried by law.") who 

believe not the truth, but have pleasure in unrighteousness."  

Today, Christianity faces the most devastating assault which has been hurled against it in 

2,000 years. Unless the Church, heeds the warnings of God's Word and discerns the "signs of 

the times," she could find herself an agent of the enemy, glibly mouthing their slogans - in the 

name of Christ.  

Who are these enemies?  

I have before me, as I write, a letter mailed on August 8, 1966, from the Jewish Community 

Council of Metropolitan Houston, addressed to MEMBERS OF THE COMMUNITY 

RELATIONS COMMISSION OF THE JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCIL and signed 

by their chairman, Malcolm F. Sher, M.D. Here are parts of the letter, applicable to our 

subject:  

"The purpose of this meeting, to be held Monday, August 22nd, 8 PM in Room A, at the 

Jewish Community Center, is to note the intrusion of religion in the public schools, 

specifically, the religious pagentry at Christmas time. (What religion do 'you suppose they 

have reference to?)  

"We feel the time to understand and prep are for our role concerning this Christmas 

celebration in our public schools should be held during the summer months so that we might 

be better prepared for a course of action. Now is the time to discuss this problem."  



This is a mild example of the manner in which Satan's Kids are harassing Christians and 

ultimately planning for their destruction.  

One of the most amaling phenomona of the Twentieth Century, is how a group of people who 

hate the Lord God Almighty and His Son, our Lord Jestis Christ, have completely fooled the 

vast majority of Christendom into accepting them as God's Chosen People and lavishing on 

them, count less billions of dollars of their hard earned wealth.  

While Christian pastors bow dowii before the Talniudic idol of International Judaism and 

world politicians cringe in fear before the power of the Zionist horde, they are free to destroy 

everything we say we honor and revere.  

What has brought about this ctirious situation, where God's enemies are elevated to a position 

of honor by the v&ry men who have been ordained to "preach His Gospel of salvation and 

coming Kingdom?" Why do our politicians walk in fear, before this insatiable, alien 

minority? Can White Christian civilization be delivered from this bondage before it is too 

late?  

In this book, I will attempt to discuss this tremendous problem, in terms the average layman 

can understand. As a foundation for this discussion, I will use a book titled THE 

CONQUEST OF THE WORLD, written by a Major Osman Bey in the late 1800's and 

translated from French into English by Dr. F. W. Mathias. Original copies of this book may 

be found in the London Museum. Strangely enough, for obvious reasons, copies have been 

removed from the Library of Congress and in the major libraries in New York City, Chicago 

and other large cities.  

The Jewish Question is one which must be faced and answered by Christians, if the power 

which is now attempting to strangle the Church of Jesus Christ is to be defeated and God's 

Kingdom on earth be set up as foretold in the Scriptures.  

This book will discuss the power which has blinded Christian eyes for centuries and which at 

the present, is driving Christendom into economic and spiritual ruin.  

Now, as never before in our history, we must remove the blindfold from our eyes, if we are to 

survive as a free people.  

I trust that God, through the leadership of His precious Holy Spirit, will use this book as a 

means of educating His "true Israel" people to the dangers they face and stiffen their 

backbone to "Occupy until He comes."  

Jack Mohr  

Brig. General, C.P.D.L.  

* * * * * * *  

The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve Banks meets behind closed doors and has 

more power than the United States Government. They were responsible for the depressions of 

1921 and 1929 and are now toying with another greater one, which could cause the Great 

Depression to look like a Sunday School picnic by comparison.  



PROTOCAL XX says: "Economic crises have been produced by us for the goyim (non-Jew 

animals) by no other means than the withdrawal of money from circulation." This statement 

written in 1903, referred to the panic of 1893, which was caused by the sudden withdrawal of 

a large amount of gold from the New York Stock Exchange. The money panics of 1907, 1921 

and 1929 were caused in the same way and thousands of Jews became millionaires, almost 

overnight, as they bought up the property of bankrupt Gentiles for a few cents on the dollar. 

The same manipulation is underway today and the same people are making a profit from 

American suffering.  

In line with the PROTOCOL Plot, the Rothschild's lent money to both sides during World 

War I. Without these loans, there would have been no war, since neither side could afford to 

fight. But International Jewry wanted a Gentile War which would bring the world to a state of 

chaos, where they could impose their one-world government. They almost made it through 

their "stooge," President Wilson. He desperately tried to get us into the League of Nations 

and it was only stymied by a "still then, patriotic Congress."  

Wilson brought us into World War I to bail out the Jewish banking interests which had 

elected him President. Powerful Jews were then put in charge of our Government. Men like 

Bernard Baruch, who headed the War Industries Board; Paul Warburg, head of the Federal 

Reserve and Eugene Myers, who controlled the "left-wing" pro-Zionist, Washington Post and 

also headed the Allied Chemical and Dye Company. He was made head of the Liberty Loan 

Drive. Baruch spent over $10-billion of Allied money during the war, giving the choicest 

contracts to his Jewish friends and fixing prices. He became a multi-millionaire by "fleecing" 

the American people. Although these facts were well-known in Washington, no legal action 

was taken against him, so great is Jewish power in America.  

Baruch was probably one of the most dangerous of the Zionist plotters, as he spent his life 

carrying out the PROTOCOL PLOT, while representing himself as the "Elder Statesman," 

and "Advisor to Presidents." He pretended to be a patriot, protecting American interests in a 

war his own gangsters had caused.  

It was this same group of "amoral" (having no morals) Internationalists, who squeezed 

Germany financially, as they laid the groundwork for German destruction in World War II. 

The Jew, Samuel Untermeyer brought about the economic boycott of Germany in 1933, as I 

have shown in another section of this book.  

The purpose of World War II was to do to Germany, what the Jew plotters had done to 

Russia in 1917 and the evenutal establishment of Communism. While we Americans have 

been "brainwashed" into believing Adolph Hitler was an evil man, the proof of the matter is 

that he was destroyed, because he was the only leader of a Christian country in Europe who 

had "guts" enough to stand up to the Jews - for that he had to be destroyed!  

Today, this same group of plotters is engaged in an effort to start World  

War III. This would be for the purpose of bringing all mankind under a central world control, 

presided over by Jews. With a few Gentile "stooges" in Government and Religion to front for 

them, they will exhaust the nations until they fall under their control. This scheme is clearly 

shown in PSYCHOPOLITICS, where they say: "We must be like a vine upon the tree. We 

use the tree to climb, and then, strangling it, grow into power on the nourishment of its flesh. 



We must strike from our path any opposition and use for our tools, any authority that comes 

to hand."  

Why do we hear so much about our crises with the Soviet Union, when Jews control not only 

the U.S.S.R. but also England, France, Germany, the United States and a host of other 

countries. The present crises is of the Jews making and they brought it about, deliberately, to 

place us into an "economic straight-jacket."  

Have you ever wondered why President Truman appointed a five man civilian Atomic 

Energy Board and then appointed four Jews as members? David Lilienthal, who was known 

to be a member of two Communist front groups, was made the Chairman. The other Jew 

members were W. W. Waymach, R. F. Bacher and Lewis D. Strauss.  

Why did President Eisenhower appoint the Jewish Kuhn Loeb banker, Lewis L. Strauss as 

Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission? Was it because there were no Gentiles who 

could have filled this post? Don't be silly! Why did he appoint the Jewish, Austrian born 

Professor Arthur Burns as his economic Advisor? Could it just possibly be because the 

PROTOCOLS say Jews MUST occupy the top positions as economic advisors and 

pressured him to do so?  

Why did Eisenhower appoint the Jewess Freda B. Hennoch to be Chairwoman of the Federal 

Communications Commission and the Jew Samuel B. Groner to be her assistant? Could it be 

because the PROTOCOLS say - "we MUST control all communications?"  

When Anna Rosenberg, (who had attended Communist meetings and was a member of 

several Communist Front Groups) hired 10,000 people for the Manhattan Atomic Energy 

Project (according to the NEW YORKER, September 15, 1945), these included Soviet spies 

Julius and Ethel Rosenberg, Greenglass, Sobel, Gold, Klaus Fuchs, all Jews. Sidney Fields, 

writing in the NEW YORK MIRROR, November 15, 1950, described the power of this 

Communist-leaning Jewess in these words:  

"Tomorrow Mrs. Anna Rosenberg assumes her duties as Asst. Secy. of Defense in charge of 

the nations manpower. She will be in charge of 115 U.S. Government Agencies." She 

supervised the hiring of over a million people while she held this position and in the 

intervening 32 years, the Red Network she set up, has never been completely disassembled.  

When Klaus Fuchs, the Jewish Atomic Energy traitor was jailed in Canada and brought to the 

United States for prosecution, it was the efforts of the Jew, Albert Einstein, that caused him 

to be released. This story could be repeated through the successive Administrations and on 

into that of Mr. Reagan. During the Kennedy Era, there were men like Abraham Ribicoff, 

Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare and Arthur J. Goldberg, Secretary of Labor. 

Under President Johnson, we find names such as Nicholas de B. Katzenback, Attorney 

General; Wilbur J. Cohen, Secretary of H.E.W. Under Nixon, we had one of the worst of all, 

the German born Khazar Jew, Henry Kissinger, who could not even speak good English, as 

our Secretary of State; James Schlesinger as Secretary of Defense; Richard Kleindiest as 

Secy. of H.E.W. Under Gerald Ford, we find William Simon, Secy. of the Treasury, Edward 

Levi, Attorney General; under Jimmy Carter there was, W. Michael Blumenthal, Secretary of 

Treasury, Philip Klutznick as Secretary of Commerce, and Neil Goldschmidt as Secy. of 

Transportation. Our "great conservative," Ronald Reagan, has a whole flock of "Jewish birds" 

in his nest, 72 in all, all appointed and not one elected by the people of these United States. 



Our governments for several Administrations have been run by the Jewish controlled Council 

on Foreign Relations and the later Tri-Lateral Commission, both dedicated to bringing 

America into a one-world government.  

Today, we see the confusing sight of a Christian nation composed of over 230-million people, 

as it is ruled by an alien minority of less than 14-million.  

While Christians have been willing to open our doors and share America with the Jews; they 

in turn do not want to share America with the Christians. They want it all! Whenever they are 

accused, whenever their plot is exposed, they raise the plaintive cry of "anti-Semitism." This 

needs to be corrected in Christian minds, to read, "Becoming Jew conscious!"  

If any person or group of persons is guilty of crimes against the American people, they 

should be publicly tried, condemned and punished. The Jews must not be free from this rule 

of civilized nations. The Jewish Anti-Defamation League of the B'nai B'rith, and the 

American Jewish Congress are subversive conspiracies against our Christian Constitutional 

Government. They should be forced to stand trial and answer for their crimes, or get out of 

the country and return to the Zionist bandits whence they came.  

You may say, as others have: "But why condemn all Jews?" It is because the Jewish 

Communities cooperate with the Zionist venture. Even though some of their leaders take a 

stand against Zionism, very few Jewish voices are raised in opposition to International Jewish 

crimes. They have developed an arrogance which they believe places them above the law of 

any land.  

This can be emphasized by a story which made the rounds during Pres. Carter's 

Administration. It concerned a meeting which was supposed to have taken place between 

Breshnev, Carter, Begin and God Himself. The Soviet Leader asked: "God, do you think 

there will ever be a time when there is peace between the U.S.A. and the Soviet Union?" To 

which God replied: "Yes, but not in your lifetime!" Carter asked: "God, will there ever be a 

time when black and white people will be able to meet on a friendly basis?" and God replied: 

"Yes, but not in your lifetime." Then Begin asked: "Will there ever be a time when the Jews 

will be able to get along with the goyim?" and God hesitates for a moment, then in a tone of 

sadness says: "Yes, but not in my lifetime."  

The reason for this is that they do not want to get along with non-Jews. The Jewish writer, 

Maurice Samuels, in his book YOU GENTILES, page 9 says: "...I suspected from the first 

dawning of Jewish self-consciousness, that between you gentiles, and us Jews, lies an 

unbridgeable gulf."  

On page 23, he says: "I do not believe the primal difference between Gentiles and Jews is 

reconcilable. You and we may come to an understanding, but never to a reconciliation. There 

will be irritation between us as long as we are in intimate contact."  

On page 135 - "We Jews, we the destroyers, will remain the destroyers. Nothing that you can 

do will meet our demands."  

Jeremiah, the Old Testament prophet, wrote about these people in Jeremiah 9:5, 6, when he 

said: "They deceive every one his neighbor, and will not speak the truth; they have taught 

their tongues to speak lies, and weary themselves to commit iniquity."  



Brainwashed preachers tell us that the Jews are God's Chosen people, but the Bible tells us 

the opposite. There is a special reason the Jews hate the New Testament, for in its pages our 

Lord Jesus Christ exposes them for the frauds they really are and calls them by their proper 

names: "vipers, (poisonous snakes), hypocrites, the children of Satan, of the synagogue of 

Satan. (The word "synagogue comes from the Greek word "sunagoge" and means: "to bring 

together; an assemblage of people.) In other words, the Jewish people are an "assembling 

together of Satan's kids," (See John 8:44).  

Under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, the Apostle John in I John 3:12 and Jude, in verse 

11, reiterate what Jesus said in Matthew 23:35, when He accused the Jews of being guilty of 

"all the righteous blood shed upon the earth from the blood of righteous Abel, unto the blood 

of Zacharias..." (Reference to 2 Chronicles 24:20).  

In Luke 11:50, Christ says that God will send the Jews witnesses and prophets whom they 

will kill: "That the blood of ALL the prophets which was shed from the foundations of the 

world may be required of this generation." (The word "prophet" comes from the Greek 

"prophetes" - Strong's #4396, and means "inspired speakers."). The word "generation," Gk 

"genea", #1074, means "this age; or this nation." Substitute the word nation for "generation" 

and then add Jew, and see what you get.  

The word "Cain," Hebrew "Quajin" #7014, means "fixity, or unchangeable." This is a certain 

characteristic of the Jews. While the Church has gone into all the world and made disciples of 

all nations, for the most part they have been very unsuccessful with the Jews. They are a 

"fixed people" in their hatred of Jesus Christ and Christianity and this is changed only in rare 

cases. Often it has been found that the so-called "converted Jew" is the one who has been 

adopted by a Jewish family and has no Jewish blood in his veins.  

The Apostle John was preaching to a people who had been brought up in the Jewish faith. He 

had been an eyewitness to their murder of our Lord, so it was impossible that he had some 

other people in mind, when he spoke about the murderous spirit of Cain in I John 3:12; he 

merely echoed about Cain, what his leader had said about the Pharisees in John 8:44.  

The entire book of Jude is a frank discussion of Jewish characteristics. God had made many 

covenants with Israel and the original Judah, but not once, is it on record, that He made a 

covenant with the race of people we call Jews. Nowhere in the New Testament are the Jews 

ever defended as, or called the Chosen People. That is a Jewish myth, manufactured by the 

Rabbis for goyim consumption and Christianity has swallowed this "hook, line and sinker." 

The Jews have been a mixed race, ever since they returned from captivity in Babylon. They 

came back a heathenized, motley throng, as is shown by both Ezra and Nehemiah. They 

brought back with them a heathenized religion, which did not follow the Laws of Moses, but 

which was a mixture of the Hebrew religion, with the worst of Baal worship and occultism. A 

close study of the Bible, will reveal to any honest person; that the tribe of Judah absorbed so 

many of the Canaanites and became so involved in Canaanite practices, that they completely 

lost their identity as Israelites.  

The Canaanites, as was their father Cain, were a demon possessed people. Evil spirits do not 

drown in a flood and while Noah was a perfect man in his generations, there is nothing in the 

Bible which indicates that his wife, or sons were so perfect. The fact that a grandson of Noah 

has a curse pronounced on him (Genesis 9:25),indicates that the evil spirits were active "this 

side of the flood." The only Jew among Jesus disciples was Judas Iscariot; all the others were 



Galileeans, from the tribe of Benjamin. The Bible says of Judas: John 13:27 - "And after the 

sop Satan entered into him..." In other words, this Jew was "demon possessed." In Acts 13:6 

we read about a Jewish false prophet who tried to hinder the work of Paul and Barnabas. 

Speaking to him in verse 10, the Apostle Paul uses this picturesque language: "O full of all 

subtlety and mischief, thou child of the devil, thou enemy of all righteousness, wilt thou not 

cease to pervert the right ways of the Lord?" This has ever been the Jewish way.  

There is no way to explain Jesus' statements in Matthew 23:35 and Luke 11:50, unless you 

understand that Jesus was being factually correct, when He called the Pharisees the lineal 

children of Satan.  

Our Fundamental churches are inspiring the Jewish enemy to intensify their self-rebellion 

against God, by calling them the Chosen of God. If the truth were told, the Jew would come 

tumbling down from his lofty perch. Nowhere were the "Jews" or the "Canites" (the words 

are inter-changeable in meaning) promised rulership of this world. The Fundamentalists, very 

possibly unwittingly, but never the-less, have put a cloak of respectability around the 

shoulders of the most vicious enemy of the Church and are "cutting their own throats" in the 

process. How the Jewish leaders must laugh in secret, when they see men like Jerry Falwell, 

literally falling over themselves to make the Jews appear respectable.  

Cain hated the "blood sacrifice," which was necessary for the remission of sin, (see Hebrews 

9:22). The Canite Jews hate the idea of blood atonement and no people can be God's People 

who hate the shed blood of His Son, Jesus the Christ.  

Trace religious modernism, which repudiates the "blood atonement" and scoffs at the 

Divinity of Jesus Christ, and you will always arrive at a Jewish source. For it was Jewish-

German Higher Criticism, which had done more to destroy Christianity in the last century, 

than any other single thing. These blasphemers have gone so far as to make plans for the 

removal of every reference in the New Testament which will offend the Jew. This means that 

all references of the shed blood of Jesus Christ will have to go and there can be no 

Christianity and no salvation, outside the belief in this miracle. The Apostle John puts it very 

strongly and very plainly, when he states in I John 2:22 -"Who is a liar but he that denieth 

that Jesus is the Christ? He is anti-christ, that denieth the Father and the Son. Whosoever 

denieth the Son, THE SAME HATH NOT THE FATHER..." (Emphasis added.) How can 

you get around this verse, when you deal with the Jews. Then in 1 John 5:10 - "He that 

believeth on the Son of God hath the witness in himself; he that believeth not God hath made 

Him a liar, because he believeth not the record that God gave His Son." How can this be 

made any plainer? Now who are you going to believe? The Word of the Living God, or some 

preacher who calls His worst enemies, the Chosen One's?  

Unless Christians stand against this vicious 'Jew lead" program, we will soon be unable to 

send a New Testament through the mail. Already, programs to take the name of Jesus out of 

the public schools, are under full swing, always led by the Jewish controlled A.C.L.U.. Look 

at the names behind the suits to take Christmas pageants out of the schools; Christmas carols 

from public places; lighted crosses from the hillsides and nativity scenes from the city 

squares of a Christian nation. Almost 100% of the cases are brought by Jews and prosecuted 

by Jews. They do not want to do away with Christmas and Easter, Oh no! This would take 

too much money out of their pockets. They just want to take Christ out of the great Christian 

Holidays and turn them into heathen festivals, where a Santa Claus is the central figure, 

rather than a Jesus.  



The Jew led Communist revolution cost over 34-million dead, in the Soviet Union alone. 

Why was their most vicious persecution against Roman Catholics, Pentecostals, and Baptists? 

Because these three groups, more than any others, believe in "blood atonement." The very 

Fundamentalists who now support the anti-Christ Jew and raise him to a place of 

respectability, will receive the worst persecution if Zionism is ever allowed to control 

America. The first one's to go, will be the Jerry FaIwell's; the Pat Robertson's; the David 

Webber's, and the Jack Van Impe's. Yet these intelligent men, seen to be blinded to this 

obvious truth and are leading their people down the pathway to this Communist terror.  

The Jews, following the characteristics of their father Cain, became wanderers and 

vagabonds. They have been kicked out of every nation which has given them refuge; not 

because Satan hates them, as Jack Impe avers, but because of their immorality and the 

crooked business practices they have used on the Gentiles who befriended them.  

The very word "Cain" signifies a love for the material things of this world, which has 

certainly become the hallmark of "Judaism." The Jews do not believe in the Bible, Free 

Speech, representative government or tolerance, only to themselves - but they do believe in 

Materialism - that is their god!  

The spirit of modern Judaism can be seen in many Jewish writings and in actions of Jewish 

organizations such as the Anti-Defamation League. Listen to a recent statement from one of 

them: "We Jews intend to rule the world, and nothing can stop us. We have our defamation 

committee and have all the preachers and priests classified in a card index file. If any 

preacher dares to say anything against a Jew, we will fix him!"  

When you consider that Jews comprise less than 10% of our American population, isn't it 

strange how much power they have taken to themselves? This is true throughout tile entire 

world. There are many intelligence documents which prove without the shadow of reasonable 

doubt, that Khazar Jews (Ashkenazi) have been and are now, in the forefront of the 

Communist efforts to subdue the world. There were men such as Sam Carr (Cohen), the 

Communist Organizer in Canada; Fred Rose (Rosenthal), organizer of French Canada; the 

German, Rabinovich, was in charge of liaison with the American Communists; John Gates 

(Israel Regenstreif,) was editor of the American Daily Worker, and Gus Hall (Hall berg), has 

been perennial Head of the American Communist Party for many years. There have been a 

preponderance of Jewish names in Communism.  

The traitors apprehended in the handling of America's atomic secrets to the Communists, 

have been almost 100% Jewish; people like Harry Golden (Abraham Brothmann); Miriam 

Moskowitz; David Greenglass; and Julius and Ethel Rosenberg, the only traitors who were 

executed. In 1951, Dr. William Perl of Columbia University, was arrested as part of a 

Communist spy ring. He had changed his name from Utterperl. The true head of the 

American Communist Party in the U.S. was the Khazar Jew, Gerhardt Eisler.  

It has only been since World War II, that Jewish power has noticeably increased in the United 

States. As long as France, England and Germany were powerful, the Jews attached 

themselves to their "band wagon;" but as America became more and more powerful, 

suddenly the seat of International Jewish power switched from London to New York City.  

Now along with what we have noticed, one of the most interesting, startling and dangerous 

phenomenons of all, is that of Jewish control of the Press. In the year 1840, a Jewish Council 



was called at Cracow, Poland. This was a sort of Ecumenical Council, where the most 

prominent leaders of World Jewry sat for consultation. The object of this meeting was to find 

means of securing the triumphs of Jewry in their move towards world dominion.  

Different subjects were discussed. Some dealt with theology, some were in the political field, 

while others dealt with economy. A lively debate arose, during which a clear voice made 

itself heard, it was the voice of one of the world's most important Jewish authorities. He said: 

"What are we talking about? So long as we do not have the world press in our hands, all we 

say will be idle talk. In vain will you organize societies, loans, bankruptcies, and the like; so 

long as we have not the press in our hands to deafen and deceive the world, we accomplish 

nothing, and our rule will remain the phantom of our brain."  

The listeners recognized the Satanic wisdom of these words and a new light dawned in Jewry, 

which sent them in a new direction. They immediately began a campaign to control the 

world's news media. From that date in 1840, we see the beginning of the Satanic project to 

turn the world's press into an engine of war, a sort of artillery, which can be directed against 

any kind of obstacle which opposes itself to the financial and political conquests of Jewry.  

I am sure that many of my readers have had the frustrating experience of dealing with the 

Press. While articles favorable to Jewry are printed without a problem, it is like "pulling 

teeth," to get an article printed which discusses the Jewish problem with candor. While 

conservative Christian organizations are handled with contempt, the Anti-Defamation 

League, the Jewish Defense League and all Jewish organizations are handled with kid gloves. 

It is rare indeed, when one sees an article which is critical of International Jewry. The same 

thing can be said in the field of book publishing.  

The plan of the Jewish conspirators to control the world press, has been broken down into 

these three phases:  

1 - Journals which are in the pay of Jews;  

2 - Journals bearing the banner of a specific nationality, such as German, Irish, Greek, 

Italian, Spanish, etc.,  

3 - Journals printed under the Jewish banner. 

The first class is made up of the Journals which are either owned or controlled by Jews. 

These are the most important newspapers in the world, such as the New York Times; The 

Washington Post; The London Times; Les Debats; I'Independence Beige, etc.  

 

 

 

 



At the present time (1982), more than 47 major weekly magazines, with a circulation of 

over 79-million, are either directly owned or controlled by Jews. Listed below are a few 

of them:  

   

Name of Magazine Circulation Ownership or Control 

TV Guide 19,168,096 Walter H. Annenberg 

McCalls 6,801,287 Robert Stein, Editor 

Good housekeeping 5,250,597 
Harrison Aaron Mitnick, 

Tresurer 

Time 4,325,270 
Andrew Heiskell, Chairman of 

Board 

News week 2,928,484 
Katherine Meyer Graham,  

Chairman of Board 

Sports Illustrated 2,267,747 
Andrew Heiskell, Chairman of 

Board 

U.S. News and World 

Report 
2,036,140 Lester Tanzer, Editor 

Esquire 1,208,390 Stanley Spregel, V.P. 

Sports Afield 1,123,686 
Harrison Aaron Mitnick, 

Tresurer 

In the even more important field of daily news, 909 major newspapers, with a daily 

distribution of 49-million, are jewish owned/or controlled as noted:    

Name of Daily Paper Circulation Ownership or Control 

Wall Street Journal 1,406,192 Warren Henry Philip, President 

New York Daliy News 1,941,917 L. W. Gold, Advertising Manager 

Los Angeles Times 1,000,866 Simon Ramo, Director 

New York Times 906,498 Arthur Ochs Sulzberger, President 

Chicago Tribune 750,707 Edward Engle, V.P. 

Detroit News 626,801 B. Gingold, V.P. 

Detroit Free Press 623,846 John Livingstone Weinberg, Director 

Chicago Sun Times 554,334 Howard A. Seitz, Director 

Philadelphia Bulletin 553,304 Herbert Shugar, Director 

Washington Post 534,400 
Katherine Meyer Graham,  

Chairman of Board 

New York Post 517,982 Byron S. Greenberg, V.P. 

 

In addition, there are 17daily newspapers with a circulation between 250,000 and 500,000 

which are Jewish owned, and/or controlled. These include such papers as the San Francisco 

Chronicle; Miami Herald; Atlanta Journal; Indianapolis Star; Boston Globe; Kansas City 

Times; St. Louis Globe-Democrat and the Omaha World Herald.  



Add to this almost total control of the nation's TV:  

ABC Network - Leonard H. Goldenson, Chairman.  

CBS Network - William S. Paley, Chairman.  

NBC Network - Robert W. Sarnoff, Chairman.  

Metro-Media TV - Herbert G. Klein, V.P. and Director. 

Then for more clout, notice that nine out of the ten major movie studios are Jewish owned, 

and/or controlled and you begin to get some idea of the enormous control exerted on the 

minds of Americans, by Jewish sources.  

Public attention was called to this problem a few years ago, by General George Brown, 

USAF, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and former Vice President Spiro Agnew. Their 

remarks prompted vehement denials from Jewish sources, but when you look at the list of 

news agencies controlled by Jews, you can see the falsity of any denials. Both of the above 

men were severely chastised for having had the courage to warn the American people.  

A corporate director, or an editorial manager of Jewish descent, may not be a Zionist. But it is 

a reasonable assumption, that in most cases, his sympathies will coincide with International 

Jewry and this will be translated into a biased account which will interfere with any objective 

reporting of the news.  

The bias of a powerful news director can easily be passed on to his subordinates, over lunch, 

cocktails, or even in the executive washroom. As you know, pay and promotion raises, 

usually accompany those who religiously follow the boss' wishes.  

Within a large chain of newspapers, such as those owned by the New York Times, or the 

Knight-Rider Newspapers, Inc., individual papers may vary in their editorial positions on 

many issues; some may be pro-Republicans, while others will back the Democrats, but when 

it comes to Zionist positions, they must be 100% pro-Israeli. Word from the top, has the way 

of filtering down to the lowest reporter and very few have the moral "guts" to buck the boss' 

wishes.  

In many instances, Jewish representation on a corporate Board of Directors can be readily 

ascertained from available reference sources. In some cases, the name, will be a dead 

giveaway, while others will tend to fool the investigator, since many Jews have taken Gentile 

names.  

In the case of the three major TV networks, these have been under Jewish control for a long 

time, while the control of the major newspapers such as the New York Times, Washington 

Post and the Wall Street Journal, have been Zionist controlled from the first. Other great 

newspapers, such as the Chicago Tribune, which used to be noted for its conservative stand 

under Colonel McCormick, has now been taken over by the Jews and serves Jewish purposes.  

It is quite interesting to note how the so-called conservative Wall Street Journal and the 

Liberal New York Times, cooperated in the defense of Helmuth Sonnenfeldt, who was 

counselor of the State Department under the Zionist Henry Kissinger, when he was opposed 



in Congress for appointment to the position of Under Secretary of the Treasury for Monetary 

Affairs. These great newspapers defended him when serious charges were pending which 

accused him of transmitting highly classified military information to the Israeli government, 

without proper authorization. On their defense, the positions of the two newspapers were 

identical.  

The impact of Jewish influence in this vast number of daily newspapers (over 909) is 

compounded by their influence in the two leading news magazines, TIMES and 

NEWSWEEK. In addition to articles advocating Zionist positions and spreading Zionist lies 

and half-truths, they show a complete Jewish line throughout.  

The major Jewish influence on non-Jewish newspapers, is in the field of advertising, which 

they control. This is where the power of the Jewish controlled National Newspaper 

Representatives become ominous. They can break a non-cooperating newspaper in a very 

short time, by withholding national advertising.  

A good example of this is in the rise to power of Samuel I. Newhouse, son of Meyer 

Newhouse. His leverage in gaining the power to purchase a large group of newspapers, came 

through the National Newspaper Representatives and resulted in almost absolute control over 

486 daily newspapers. Most of these are controlled through the Newspaper Representatives; 

but he has the controlling interest in 18 dailies, including such well-known papers as the New 

Orleans Times-Picayune/State's Item; the Birmingham News; St. Louis Globe-Democrat; 

Newark Star-Ledger; Cleveland Plain Dealer and the Portland Oregonian. Other Jews who 

control a large number of daily newspapers are Harold Lessersohn; Mel Freeman; G. 

Gingold; Howard Rothenberg; John Livingston Weinberg and Arthur Ochs Sulzberger.  

The Jewish mechanics used in controlling a small newspaper is to significantly cut off it's 

national advertising and shut off its paper supplies, if it deviates from the Zionist line. As a 

result, very few newspapers will buck this National Newspaper representative, controlled by 

Samuel I. Newhouse.  

While many news columnists are Jews, even the non-Jewish columnists and commentators, 

are forced into taking a Pro-Zionist stance, if they are to stay in business. The late Dorothy 

Thompson, who had been an influential columnist for many years, lost all of her outlets, 

when she spoke out against Zionism. Joseph Kraft and C.L. Suliberger are too excellent 

examples of pro-Zionist columnists, who while their stands are repugnant to many readers, 

still hold their high paying jobs, because they are willing to "brown-nose" the Zionists.  

One of the most vicious Jewish commentators on TV is Martin Abend. Then of course we 

have the crew of CBS SIXTY MINUTES and the PHIL DONAHUE SHOW, which always 

show a distinct liberal, pro-Zionist, anti-Christian bias.  

As I have shown, this Jewish control was not by accident, neither was it haphazard. It was a 

well calculated, well-designed plan for the control of the thinking of the American public and 

their policy towards International Jewry. By their constant campaign of brainwashing the 

American public, they have brought about the conditions the Communists said they needed 

for final takeover: "to produce a maximum of chaos in the culture of our enemy (White 

Christianity) is our first and most important step. Our fruits are grown in chaos, distrust, 

economic depressions and scientific turmoil.. so use the courts, use the judges, use the 

Constitution of the Country and its laws to further our ends.. when you have succeeded, you 



will discover that you can now effect your own legislation at will and can make the 

Capitalist, by his own appropriations, finance a large portion of the quiet Communist 

(Jewish) conquest of the nation."  

The plan to control national communications, presented in 1840 and which was first 

implemented in Europe, took root in the United States immediately following World War II, 

when the headquarters of International Zionism was moved from Europe to New York City. 

The Zionists realized that Britain and France were becoming "second class" powers and that 

world-power had passed into the hands of a few powerful men in the United States. Although 

both David Ben-Gurion and Golda Meir (the first Zionist Ambassador to the Soviet Union 

and an avowed Communist sympathizer) wanted an alliance between the Soviet Union and 

Israeli, American Zionists stopped this plan, believing rightly, that it would smear the 

American Jewish Community with a Communist label. They told Ben-Gurion, that since 

most of his financial support would come from the U.S. they did not want any alienation of 

American opinion. They argued, that in view of the open, democratic way of life in the 

United States, they (the Zionists) would be able to dominate the political life of America, 

while this would be impossible in the Soviet Union.  

The use of the Press, by the Jewish minority, strengthens my argument concerning 

International Jewish control. Coordinating business interests with those of politics, the Jewish 

run media has profited at the expense of truth for the American people. They have used the 

media as a "ring in the nose of the bull," to control American politics. Until this Jewish 

control on American thinking is broken once and for all, misfortune, confusion and 

continuing decadence will be the "order of the day." There will be no national liberation or 

regeneration, as long as these "con-artists" control American thinking.  

The United States is a nation which is young in tradition. We believe, rightly, that "brave men 

should stand, between their loved homes, and wars desolation." The nomadic Jewish nation 

on the other hand, is one of the oldest political entities in the world. Jewry was born under 

conditions that called for its existence without a homeland. (I suggest you study Genesis 4:9-

18 very closely.)  

The Jews for centuries, have practiced the art of deception, until it has become a "second 

nature" to them. They have waged war on this earth for over 25 centuries and are taught the 

art of deception, male and female, from the day of their birth. This means there are over 14-

million "combat ready" fighters, deployed throughout the United States. While the 

Government exercises strict control over the so-called "right wing" organizations in America 

and views with suspicion, any movement for the protection of White Christian civilization, 

the Jews, through organizations such as the Jewish Defense League, are free to train their 

youth, using fully automatic weapons, contrary to the law, yet nothing is done about it. They 

are free to bomb Jewish synagogues and harass Jewish families, and lay the blame on the 

Nazis, or the Ku Klux Klan. For to the Nationalist Jew, "the end always justifies the means," 

and they are free of all moral compunctions, to use any weapon which will bring about their 

world conquest. The startling thing is, they have been able to brainwash the average Christian 

American into believing that they of all people, have this right.  

International Jewry always follows a four-pronged strategy:  

1 - Manipulate members of the host nation into helping the Jews, no matter how dangerous it 

may be for their own country.  



2 - If the individual refuses to cooperate, by-pass him and take care of him in the "mopping 

up operation."  

3 - If he actively resists, mark him for destruction and then destroy him through defamation, 

brought about through the controlled media, or by misusing the nation's "due process of law," 

through Jewish controlled courts and lawyers. Listen to them in their book 

PSYCHOPOLITlCS, page 52: "Recruit every agency of the nation marked for slaughter into 

a Foaming hatred of religion... You must suborn district attorneys and judges into an intense 

belief.. that Christian practice.. is vicious, bad, insanity-causing, publicly hated and 

intolerable. Just as in Russia we had to destroy, after many years of the most arduous work, 

the Church, so we MUST destroy ALL FAITHS in nations marked for conquest." That's the 

International Jewish plan for America.  

4 - Never let any individual or organization in the host nation, use the media or the courts, to 

counter-attack us, or for their own defense. 

This theory has been eminently successful in America to the point that when a Jew attacks a 

Christian it is considered "freedom of speech." But if a Christian is unwise enough to expose 

a Jew, even though he may be telling the truth, it immediately becomes a case of "anti-

Semitism," and often the Christian is ostracized by his own people, as has been my case.  

 

Behind the mindless "shibboleth" (slogan) of "anti-Semitism, the Christian world has 

attacked its own people, who have the courage to expose the enemy, while the enemy is 

allowed to go his dangerous way, unopposed by Christian warriors, who are fighting the 

wrong people.  

Supposing that I, as an Anglo-Saxon Christian writer, were to charge that my writings were 

not accepted; not because they are untruth, but because they will not pass Jewish censorship! 

Immediately, there would be a great "hue and cry," coming most likely from the 

Fundamentalist pulpits of America. I would be labeled as an "apostate," not because I had 

departed from the Scriptural teachings of the Bible, but because I had turned the "spotlight" 

of truth on God's enemies. They would say of me: "You're prejudice against the Jews is 

making you paranoid!" This would be false, since "prejudice" means. "a preconceived 

judgment or opinion; or, an opinion adverse to anything without just grounds or before 

sufficient knowledge is gained concerning it." This was the attitude my pastor exhibited, 

when I first tried to present him with evidence, from the Scriptures, concerning the falsehood 

of Judaism. Although the information I gave him was painstakingly documented, he refused 

to even look at it and took refuge behind the accusation that I had become an "apostate."  

Is the most powerful nation in the history of the world - when measured in tangible armament 

- totally unable to defend itself when it comes to an ideological war, waged by a relatively 

small colony of aliens within its midst?  

Certainly Christian America is unprepared for this war, when we have traitors against the 

cause of Christ, standing behind our pulpits, glorifying the enemy. We have been infiltrated 

from within! Our churches are the main source of the problem.  

Unfortunately most Christians know very little about the Jews, except what they have learned 

in their Sunday School, often from materials prepared by some Jewish scholar. Most 

Christians believe the Jews follow the Laws laid down by Moses. Those Jews who do, are of 



an extremely small minority. The second, and much larger group, is made up of people who 

call themselves "Jews", but who have not a single drop of Abraham's blood in their veins. 

These are the one's who accepted the heathen, occult teachings of the Babylonians and are 

ruled in their religious life, by these filthy, anti-God writings.  

Many of these, mostly from Eastern Europe, are Khazar Jews, of a Turco-Mongolian 

background, who were converted to Judaism in the 8th Century, A. D. (For an enlightening 

journey into Judaism, read the Jewish writer, Arthur Koestler's THE THIRTEENTH 

TRIBE.)  

By far the largest group of professing Jews are atheists and agnostics. They believe the 

coming Messiah is the Jewish nation, as it rises to prominence to take over control of the 

world. These Jews look forward to the day when they will have their "stables of goys." It is 

interesting in this respect, to note how wealthy Jews in the fields of arts and culture, refer to 

promising young talent as "stables." Could this have something to do with the Talmudic 

teaching found in Volume KERITHUTH (6b, P.78), which states: "Jews are men, but 

Christians are not men," or Volume ORACH CAAlIM (225, 10) where Christians and 

animals are grouped together for contrast?  

But like all conspiracies, the Jews do have one weakness. The plan of international Judaism 

MUST work in secret to be successful.  

The victims MUST not know what is going on! They must either be lied to, or become so 

confused they will not accept the truth! IF THEY CAN BE EXPOSED, THEY WILL BE 

DEFEATED! "Ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall set you free." Truer words were 

never spoken!  

This is why any attempts at exposure, are met with howls of anguish by Jewish leaders, and 

why immediately, the "media" tries to slap a label of "kook," "dangerous racist," "right wing 

extremist," or "Fascist," on the one who has courage to walk into this dangerous arena. They 

CANNOT allow our White Christian people to know what they have planned! This is the 

reason that books such as this, must be printed and distributed by local publishers and "right 

wing" organizations, at a greatly inflated cost.  

When Jesus spoke to the Jewish leaders in John 8:32 and 33, they disclosed that they were 

not Israelites, read it for yourself, they said:..."We be Abraham's seed, and were never in 

bondage to any man."  

What more proof do you need that they were not Israelites? Every Sunday School student 

knows the true sraelites were in bondage in Egypt. Yet here, the Jew rulers are blatantly 

stating that they had never been in bondage to anyone. (And don't let your pastor try and 

spiritualize this statement away.)  

But because the "truth will set American Christians free," we see two Jewish programs at 

work in the world. The one is intended for "goyim" consumption, while the other is 

exclusively for Jews. No matter what a Jew may say to his "non-Jewish" counterpart, he is 

seeking a kingdom to come on this earth - a kingdom over all other kingdoms - where 

Jerusalem will be the center of the world and the Jew will reign supreme. The desire of this 

Jewish nation, according to their own writers, will be fulfilled, when the wealth of the world 

is in Jewish hands and all mankind bows at Jewish feet.  



I believe Henry Ford, Sr. hit it squarely on the head, when he said, in THE 

INTERNATIONAL JEW: "If the Jews were fully understood by the Gentiles (non-Jews), if 

the Christian Churches for example, were freed from their delusion that the Jews are Old 

Testament people, and if the churches really knew what Talmudic religion is, the 

'misrepresentation' would be even stronger. This policy of misrepresentation succeeds, 

because there is a feeling, strongly entrenched in Gentiles, that somehow the Jews are the 

Chosen People and that it is dangerous to oppose them in anything: whoever opposes the Jew 

is damned. The 'fear of the Jews,' is a very real element in their life. It is just as real among 

Jews as non-Jews, since the Jew himself is bound by fear of his own people arid he exercises 

the fear of the curse throughout the sphere of religion: 'I will curse (hem that curse thee.'  

"If the Jews were really Old Testament people (which they are not), if they were really 

conscious of a 'mission for the blessing of all mankind,' (which was Israel's heritage and has 

only been fulfilled by the Anglo-Saxon and related, Christian nations) the very things in 

which they offend would automatically disappear. If the Jew is being attacked, it is not 

because he is a Jew, but because he is the source and life of certain tendencies and influences 

which, if they are not checked, mean the destruction of moral society. The only real 

misrepresentation in society is its regard for the Jews privileges."  

How true, this far seeing man was. After spending years in research and over $8-million 

studying the Jewish problem, he came to this conclusion. As usual, International Jewry 

attempted to destroy him, for telling the truth.  

Another great American, many years before the time of Henry Ford, saw this same problem 

and came to the same conclusion. This part of the book, is taken verbatim, from the 

CHRISTIAN LAW JOURNAL, No.32, 1982. This is the official publication of the Gospel 

of Christ Kingdom Church.  

"As the American colonies rose in revolt against political oppression occasioned by the 

attempt of Jewish banking houses in Europe to consolidate their economic foothold in the 

New World, no man among the Founding Fathers was more alert to the designs of 

International Jewry, than that shrewd elder statesman of the American Revolution, Benjamin 

Franklin. Writing to John Adams from Passy, France, on November 26, 1781, Franklin 

declared: "I think that keeping us out of possession of fifty thousand pound sterling worth of 

goods for securing the payment of a demand for damages is not only dishonorable treatment 

but a monstrous injustice. It seems to me that it is principally with John Neufville of 

Amsterdam, Holland, we have to do; and although I believe him to be as much a Jew as any 

in Jerusalem, I did not expect that, with so many and such constant professions of friendship 

for the U.S. with which he heads his letters, he would attempt to enforce his demands by a 

proceeding so abominable. His proposition of terms on which he would borrow money for us 

stamped his character on my mind with an impression so deep that it is not yet effaced." (In 

Albert H. Smythe, THE WRITINGS OF BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, New York, 1905-

1907.)  

DeNeufville was a Dutch-Jewish International Banking house that wanted to make a loan to 

Congress on the modest security of the entire Thirteen Colonies and with the stipulation that 

all American trade and exchange pay a commission to them!  

In another letter to Adams on December 14, 1791, Franklin remarked that such blood-sucking 

traits dated back a long way.  



ln still another instance, Franklin revealed his loathing for Jewry in a poem on Benedict 

Arnold. (Sec John Bigelow's WORKS OF BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, New York, 1904.) It 

was replete with references to Arnold's association with the Jews. The inevitable Jew in the 

Arnold treason case was David Sholesbury Franks. It seems that Franks and the British 

general Sir Henry Clinton were involved in illicit trading activities long before Arnold 

betrayed the American Army.  

But Franklin's most damning indictment of Jewry was contained in his famous prophecy at 

the Constitutional Convention of 1787 in Philadelphia. In one of the most anti-Jewish 

utterances of all time, he declared: "I fully agree with General Washington, that we must 

protect this young nation from an insidious influence and impenetration. That menace, 

gentlemen, is the Jews.  

"In whatever country Jews have settled in any great number, they have lowered its moral 

tone; depreciated its commercial integrity; have segregated themselves and have not been 

assimilated; have sneered at and tried to undermine the Christian religion upon which that 

nation is founded by objecting to its restrictions; have built up a state within a state; and when 

opposed have tried to strangle that country to death financially, as in the case of Spain and 

Portugal.  

"For over 1,700 years, the Jews have been bewailing their sad fate in that they have been 

exiled from their homeland, as they call Palestine. But, gentlemen, did the world give it to 

them in fee simple, they would at once find some reason for not returning. Why? Because 

they are vampires, and vampires do not live on vampires. They cannot live only among 

themselves. They must subsist off Christians and other people not of their race.  

"If we do not exclude them from these United States in this Constitution, in less than 200 

years they will have swarmed here in such numbers that they will dominate and devour the 

land, and change our form of government, for which we Americans have shed our blood, 

given our lives, our substance and jeopardize our liberty.  

"If we do not exclude them, in less than 200 years our descendants will be working in the 

fields, while they will be in the counting houses rubbing their hands. I warn you, gentlemen, 

if you do not exclude the Jews for all time, your children will curse you in your graves.  

"Jews, gentlemen, are Asiatics, let them be born where they will or how many generations 

they are away from Asia, they will never be otherwise. Their ideas do not conform to an 

American's, and will not, even though they live among us for ten generations. A leopard 

cannot change its spots. Jews are Asiatics, are a menace to this country if permitted entrance, 

and should be excluded by this Constitutional Convention."  

These remarks were recorded IN CHIT CHAT AROUND THE TABLE DURING 

INTERMISSIONS, a section of the Diary of Charles Cotesworth Pinckney of South 

Carolina. Pinckney (1746-1825) attended the Convention as a delegate, and took down 

excerpts of some of the outstanding addresses and discourses, which he later published in his 

diary.  

Unfortunately no copies of the Pinckney Diary are known to be in existence. After 

publication of the Franklin prophecy in the 1930's, the only known copy was at the Franklin 

Museum in Philadelphia. It mysteriously disappeared and all references to it were withdrawn.  



The Jews immediately seized on this as proof that the Franklin prophecy was a "forgery." 

(The same thing they have said about THE PROTOCOLS OF THE LEARNED ELDERS 

OF ZION, THE COMMUNIST BOOK ON PSYCHOPOLITICS, RULES FOR 

BRINGING ABOUT A REVOLUTION, and anything else which exposes their plan for 

world domination.) They even went so far as to pay academicians to pronounce it a forgery. 

But the best proof of the Franklin prophecy - as it is with any prophecy - lies in its actual 

fulfillment. What Franklin foresaw as an ominous possibility in 1787, has today, become a 

painful fact.  

If Ben Franklin was alive today, we can be sure he would be in the forefront of a new 

American Revolution, this one to free our beloved country from the poisonous alien 

influences and domination which desecrates the blood sacrifice of those who fought and died 

for our freedom. (It might be interesting to note, that there are several affidavits, by well-

known and respected people, testifying to the authenticity of Franklin's statements in the 

Pinckney Diary.)  

As Franklin predicted, today we must work for five months out of the year, to pay off the 

usury of the Jewish money-changers, which hangs about our neck like an awful albatross, for 

countless generations will be saddled with this grievous burden, which can do nothing but get 

worse, unless we are willing to do something about it.  

It is no exaggeration to say that today, International Jewry has trampled underfoot the rights 

of all peoples, and especially those of White Christians. In their conquest to rule the world, 

they have brainwashed us into the deadly habit of issuing bonds, not only by the nation, but 

by municipalities, School Boards, Churches, you name it. By doing this, they have seduced 

us into mortgaging our national wealth for subversive purposes.  

A few months ago, I was speaking with a very prominent pastor in the ranks of the Moral 

Majority Movement. He indicated that the things I had told him about the Jews were true. He 

told me that in spite of the fact he had been a staunch defender of the Jews, they were doing 

everything possible to destroy him and the Moral Majority.  

When I asked him why he didn't tell his people the truth about this, I received this sad reply: 

"I can't. You see they hold $1.7-million worth of bonds on my church and if I said anything 

bad about them, they might foreclose and I'd lose everything."    

The interest on these bonds goes on continually, day and night, without interruption. Its 

course sweeps like a tornado over the fair fields, destroying everything in its path, bringing 

death and destruction to everything it touches. It is the seat of world power, that of 

accumulative interest, which has become the most effective weapon in the world, used by the 

Jews to control mankind.  

These facts constantly stare us in the face; they cry out to our people for recognition. Our 

only answer is to keep out of debt! The welfare of individuals, as well as of the nation, 

demands this! The power of the usurer will be broken, when our debts are liquidated on a just 

and equitable basis.  

During the Dark Ages, men raised a great opposition against the ''priestcraft" which was 

strangling Old Europe. But the power of the priests was small, when compared to that of the 

Jewish money changers. Concealed behind their office desks and bank counters, these 



heathen parasites gnaw into our wealth, as they destroy the vitals of mankind through their 

imposed "amorality." They Follow the law which says: "There is no law which applies to me. 

I am a Jew, therefore I am above the law!"  

While Christians expel apostates from the Church, the Jews expel their opponents from the 

Stock Exchanges, from social connections, and finally condemn them to starve, with no roof 

over their heads. If we are ever to restore the social balance of our Country, we as Christians 

must take hold of the tree by its roots. We must direct our attacks and our exposures against 

these enemies of Christ and the Church, against the fundamental evil which seeks to destroy 

Christianity and the freedom it has brought to the world. This evil is . . . [missing text].  

There seems to be an unwritten law among mankind, which causes them to impose their own 

conditions, even at expense to others. This has been the basis of the perennial wars which 

have plagued mankind since the beginning of written history. We have the reason for this in 

the New Testament of our Bible, James 4:1-3, he says: "From whence come wars and 

fightings among you? come they not hence, even of your lusts (an intense craving for 

material things) that war in your members? Ye lust, and have not; ye kill and desire to have, 

and cannot obtain: ye fight and war, yet ye have not, because ye ask not. Ye ask, and receive 

not, because ye ask amiss (wrongly) that ye may consume it upon your lusts."  

Looking back on 6,000 years of written history, we see the truth of this statement. There 

seem to be three major principles for war:  

1 - THE PRINCIPLE OF PHYSICAL FORCE.  

2 - THE THEOCRATIC PRINCIPLE, in which the masses of a eQuntry are forced to 

accept a religion; as seen in many Moslem countries; and,  

3 - THE PRINCIPLE OF MATERIAL INTERESTS. This is where people are enslaved, 

not by war, but by financial and economic oppression. 

The first two principles are well known, since they appear clearly on the stage of history. 

They can be seen in action in Rome, Greece and in the Papacy and during more modern times 

in Russia, China and Germany.  

But the conquests of the PRINCIPLE OF MATERIAL INTERESTS, while more 

destructive than the other two, has operated behind a "smoke screen," so that only a few have 

seen and understood.  

The "material interests" of mankind are the focal point towards which all other desires point. 

So to control material interests is the equivalent of total control.  

A conquest founded on this Principle is not a victory of armed strength over weakness, nor a 

victory of knowledge over ignorance. It becomes a victory of cunning and intrigue, over 

confidence and carelessness.  

How many times, when discussing the problems of Communist control, have you heard 

Americans, especially Christians, say: "But it will never happen here?" While they repeat this 

trite phrase, they are doing absolutely nothing to keep it from happening.  



The main objective of the PRINCIPLE OF MATERIAL INTERESTS is to obtain control 

of all means of existence, and absorb all the wealth of the world, thereby, in the end, bringing 

the entire world under your control.  

In this book, we will discuss how the conquest of mankind is now nearing its completion and 

the part being played in it, by its principle actors, Satan's Kids, sometimes called the 

International Jews.  

Many of you are going to be dismayed by what you will read. No doubt some of you will 

become angry and will not be honest enough to finish this book, for to do so, will blast away 

the myths, which have been built up over the years in your church and which will be 

dissolved under the searchlight of God's truth.  

I do not ask you to believe me, or accept what I say. I do suggest however, that you be honest 

enough with yourself, that you will read this entire book before you make up your mind. 

Then take the facts I give you - place them under the most powerful magnifying glass of truth 

which you can find - this will be the Holy Bible - and when you find that I have told you the 

truth, let nothing stand in the way of proclaiming the truth!  

The Jewish people, alone of all people on the face of the earth, have discovered the secret of 

the PRINCIPLE OF MATERIAL INTERESTS and how to use it in their search for world 

power.  

If you will closely examine history, you will find that from the earliest times of their 

existence, Jews have used this Principle as a weapon in their fight against the world. It was 

on this Principle that their entire religious, social and political structure was built.  

At this point, we run into our first major problem in discussing Judaism. As you study your 

Bible, you will never be able to understand it fully, if you use the terms "Hebrew," "Israel," 

and "Jew" as synonymous terms. They are not one and the same. The word "Jew" does not 

appear in your King James Version of the Bible until 2 Kings 16:6, which took place about 

742 B.C. This was some 1200 years after the time of Abraham, 1000 years after Jacob-Israel 

and about 750 years after the time of Moses. To call these Hebrew patriarchs "Jews," as is 

common practice in most churches, is "intellectual dishonesty" of the worst sort. "Jews" do 

not appear on the historical scene until after the Kingdom of Israel was divided about 975 

B.C: They were then known as "IOUDEANS," which simply meant they were inhabitants of 

Judea. It was not until the tribes of Judah and Benjamin returned from captivity in Babylon, 

about 536 B.C. that these people became known as "Jews."  

The Northern Ten tribes, which were taken into captivity in Assyria, about 730 B.C. 

disappeared from the Biblical scene and appeared later, in secular history, as they made their 

way north and west, towards the lands which had been promised to their forefathers. They 

were known by many names, Scythians, Gauls and Sacea, from which comes the name 

Saxons, which literally means "Isaac's sons." They were the forefathers of our Anglo-Saxon 

and related peoples and it is to them that the unconditional promises made to Abraham by 

God, pertain.  

But our study concerns a people who call themselves "Jews." If you are interested in 

Scriptural confirmation of True Israel, write for my booklets PROOFS OF IDENTITY: 

WHO IS TRUE ISRAEL? and PHARISEEISM OR ANGLO-SAXON IDENTITY?  



With a little effort and research on your part, you can become acquainted with the spirit and 

character of the Jewish people and properly evaluate their present purpose on the 

International scene. It is unfortunate indeed, that in following this trail, we have only Jewish 

documentation to go by. If the Philistines or Babylonians had left us reports of these people, 

it is quite possible that history would give us a quite different viewpoint than we have today.  

We are not sure what circumstances caused Abram to leave Ur of the Chaldees. The Bible 

simply states in Genesis 12:1, that God told him to leave.  

If you will look at a map of the Ancient World, you will find that "Ur" was located on the 

Eastern boundaries of Arabia, Southeast of Babylon. In all probability Abraham was an Arab. 

There are many similarities between Arabs and "true Jews." But there are also striking 

differences. The Arab is quick to start, but often lacks toughness and "staying power.'' The 

''Jew", on the other hand, combines a fiery temperment with a stubbornness which is so in-

flexible that it has been well said: "The Jew never gives way, and knows neither forgiving, 

nor forgetting."  

There are some Bible scholars who believe the "true Jew" is a direct descendant of the 

murderer Cain and that therefore they have been a mongrel race from the very beginning, 

since obviously Cain could not have married into Adam's race. (See Genesis 4:16-18).  

There is considerable Scriptural proof for this, one of the most interesting theories is that put 

forth by Pastor Dan Gayman, in his book THE TWO SEEDS, which can be obtained by 

sending an offering to THE CHURCH OF OUR CHRISTIAN HERITAGE, Rte 1, Box 

61A, Schell City, MO 64783. We do not have time to discuss these Scriptures here, but they 

were directed at the Pharisaic Jews of Jesus' time. John the Baptist called them "a generation 

of vipers (poisonous snakes), in Matthew 3:7, while our Lord, speaking to them in John 8:44, 

said: "Ye are of your father the devil and the lusts of your father ye will do. He was a 

murderer from the beginning and abode not in the truth because there is no truth in him..." In 

Matthew 23:15, once more speaking to the Pharisees, Jesus said: "Woe unto you, scribes and 

Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye compass sea and land to make one proselyte, and when he is 

made, ye MAKE HIM TWO-FOLD MORE THE CHILD OF HELL THAN 

YOURSELVES." (Emphasis added.)  

In Matthew 23:35, Jesus accused the Jews of being guilty of all the righteous blood which 

had been shed on the earth from the time of Cain.  

In John 10:26, speaking very plainly to the Pharisees, Christ told them: "But ye believe not, 

BECAUSE YE ARE NOT MY SHEEP." (Emphasis added.) In Matthew 21:43, Jesus again 

speaking to the Jews said: "The kingdom of God shall be taken from you, and given to 

another NATION (notice closely now, He did not say "church," but "nation") bringing forth 

the fruits thereof." (Could He have had reference to the coming Christian nations of the 

world. They are the only one's who have spread His Gospel; they are the only one 5 who have 

distributed His Holy Word; they are the one's who have helped the needy, set the captives 

free and have based their nation's laws on the Law of God. The people we now know as Jews 

have never done this.)  

Finally, the Apostle John, writing in I John 3:11, 12, mentions that Christians should "...love 

one another. Not as Cain, who was of that wicked one, and slew his brother..." (Compare this 

with John 8:44).  



The Arab experiences a beautiful and almost spiritual reverence for anything which is 

beautiful. The Jew, on the other hand, while stopping to admire a flower, will at the same 

time be asking himself: "How much can I make out of it!"  

Excessive covetousness, which the Apostle Paul says is "idolatry," (Colossians 3:5) is an 

"inordinate (unreasonable) desire for the possessions of another." This is the Jew's second 

nature. The lust for material gain is so deeply rooted in his organism that it extinguishes 

every other passion. Jews know no "self-love". If you "sneer" at him, he will merely "laugh in 

your face." If you praise him, he will look on you as a fool. But if you venture to keep him 

from making money, he will turn into a tiger who will fight you to his last breath. His major 

aim in life is gain and anything which does not have this object in view, is to him as 

worthless.  

A story will suffice to explain this. Two men are laying on their death beds. One is a Jew and 

the other is a Gentile. The Gentile is deeply disturbed, because he has cheated his fellow men 

and wants to make this right before he faces his Maker. The Jew, on the other hand, gloats 

over his "ill gotten gains," and looks on them as God's blessings on him, because he is a Jew, 

one of the Chosen. 

This overriding passion for material gain, places the Jew in the position of everlasting 

antagonism with the rest of mankind. For this reason, he wages war against all those who do 

not belong to his clan and subscribe to his philosophy.  

In his religious book, the Babylonian Talmud, the Jew shows his contempt for all "non-

Jews," and especially Christians in volume ABHODAH ZORAH (26b) we read: "Even the 

best of the goyim (non-Jewish cattle) should be killed." in Volume SEPHER OR ISRAEL 

(117b): "If a Jew kills a Christian, he commits no sin;" In Volume ZOHAR II, (43a) we are 

told: "Extermination of Christians is a necessary sacrifice;" while in Volume HILKOTH 

AKUM I (1), WE READ: "Make no agreement and show no mercy to Christians. Either turn 

them away from their idols, or kill."  

These are but a few of hundreds of Talmudic passages dealing with the Jews treatment of 

Christians.  

The Jew is taught that he was created to cheat and take advantage of all other people. Again, 

going to the Talmud, Volume ZOHAR I, (160a), we read: "Jews must always try and 

deceive Christians." In Volume IORE DEA (159, 1): "Usury is permitted for any reason 

when dealing with Christians," and in Volume BABHA KAMA (113b): "The name of God is 

not profaned when a Jew lies to a Christian." These teachings are hammered into the heads of 

Jewish boys and girls from earliest childhood, until the Jew comes to believe, that the more 

cunning and greedy you are, the more you will receive the approval of God. This of course is 

diametrically in opposition to what the Mosaic Law teaches. The Jew recognizes no armistice 

in his unrelenting war with all others.  

Very early in their history, the Jews adopted a plan. This was to seize all the gold and 

valuables of every country they invaded, but allow the inhabitants to live and retain 

possession of their immovable property. Their argument being: "If we take their gold and the 

fruits of their labor, we may safely leave them their fields and vineyards. If we succeed in 

making their riches our own, we will be the masters and they will be our slaves."  



In adopting this plan for "world-wide" conquest, they have become remarkably successful.  

Let us see how they have applied the principle of MATERIAL INTERESTS in the 

Twentieth Century, as they follow their "age old' dream of conquering the world. They have 

not only plundered the world, but they have won a moral victory, by throwing the blame upon 

their enemies and representing themselves, always, as a persecuted people. They have sold 

this idea to most of the Christian world. Listen to world-known Baptist evangelist Jack Van 

Impe, as he speaks of this in his book ISRAEL'S FINAL HOLOCAUST. On page 52: "Jew 

accusers today are simply following the lead of anti-Semitics before them. People do not 

want to accept responsibility for the wrongs in society, so they must have a scapegoat, and 

the Jews have been a universal scapegoat. They take the blame of ignorant people for 

problems ranging from plagues to politics." On page 55, he states: "The magnitude of Jewish 

sufferings is difficult to take in completely. One may read of sanctions, slaughters, 

persecutions, and prejudices, but these are likely to simply move through the mind as historic 

facts without telling the whole story. The real account of the miseries of the Jews is one of 

feelings, frustrations, and fears. That is the human side of history." He then goes on to 

enumerate the woes of the Jews, never telling his readers that all these persecutions were 

brought on, not because of their religion, but because of their attitude towards all men who 

were "non-Jews."  

Van Impe barely touches on Jewish massacres of Christians, by saying, on page 50: "During 

the period between the resurrection of Christ and the destruction of Jerusalem, the Jews 

imprisoned and executed many Christians." But he says nothing about the hundreds of 

thousands who were killed by Jewish manipulation in the terrible years of the Roman 

persecutions, or the 34-million plus, who have died under Jewish run Communism. His is an 

old propaganda trick, of taking your mind off the truth and leading you down the path he 

chooses. On page 56, he makes an intellectually dishonest statement when he says: 

"Abraham, the father of the Jewish race, was given an unusual promise by His Lord. This 

guarantee of blessings, provided judgment upon all who bring evil upon his descendants." He 

then goes on to quote Genesis 12:2, 3. If you can find one word in these verses which deal 

with today's Jews, then you have a different understanding of the English language than I.  

The policy of blaming all others for their own caused ills is a Machiavellian principle 

(Machiavelli was an Italian nobleman, noted for his cunning in politics. He would stop at 

nothing to get his own way.) The Jews excel in the "double-cross." In our day, this is the very 

"soul" and "spirit" of International Judaism and its illegitimate child, International Zionism.  

One of the reasons the Jews have been so successful in their deception, is the incredible 

naivete of our Christian leaders, who insist that our Christian culture is a direct offspring of 

Judaism, when in reality they are diametrically opposed.  

The Christian world has been led to believe that Jews have been scattered over the world, 

because of their stubbornness in failing to recognize the Divine mission of Jesus Christ.  

But history, and the Word of God itself, proves without the shadow of a reasonable doubt, 

that the dispersion of the Jews has been voluntary on their part and has been a "pre-

determined emigration" for a specific purpose. Four hundred years before the Roman 

conquest of Jerusalem, during the time of the Maccabees, the Jews were already scattering to 

the "ends of the earth." It was an aggressive movement, with the universal conquest of the 

world as its final objective.  



As Roman rule began to weaken, the invasion of the Northern barbarians brought about a 

period of transition which was vastly favorable to the Jewish element. While they were often 

opposed and even bitterly persecuted by the Roman Catholic Church and feudal powers, they 

were not held back by these obstacles.  

The Jew fears only one hostility. It is competition which attacks them on their own field, in 

the PRINCIPLE OF MATERIAL INTERESTS. As long as you allow Jews to quietly 

accumulate money, they will care about very little else.  

During the Middle Ages, while Europe was separated into many nations and empires, the 

Jews scattered over all the trading places and made their homes there, in order to carry out 

their trade and usury.  

It is true, that their riches, which had been gathered through unscrupulous means, were often 

confiscated by cruel persecutions, brought on because of their avarice and immorality. But 

this violence was never powerful enough to stem the rising tide of Jewish money power.  

As a result, Jewish establishments penetrated the chief commercial centers of Europe. One 

large body of Jews settled in Venice; another in Genoa; while at the same time, Jewish 

colonies rose in all the chief cities of Spain, the Netherlands, Germany and Poland. Although 

these were scattered, they formed a firmly connected homogeneous (of the same kind) union. 

Operating under a single impulse of "power through the control of material interests," they 

swept over Europe.  

Although they were scattered over the world, they were united through religious and 

historical traditions, from the Capitols of the civilized nations, to the outposts of Siberia and 

Tibet. They were united by a single faith. Not the, belief of Abraham or Moses, as we have 

been led to believe, but by their belief that they were the Chosen of God and that the treasures 

of the world were to be their inheritance. Jewish solidarity is so great, that if you attack a Jew 

for any reason, Jews on five continents will rise up in his defense, no matter whether he is in 

the right or wrong.  

During the Civil War, General Grant was facing the Confederate forces in Tennessee. He 

became so annoyed by the number of Jews who were following his armies like scavengers, 

that he issued an order requiring all Jews to leave his lines.  

Immediately a hue and cry was raised by Jews in the North and Jewish protest committees 

began to descend on Washington to confront President Lincoln.  

The President listened, and out of the goodness of his heart, asked the General to modify his 

orders. Grant reluctantly complied, but added: "The Jews in my opinion have not changed for 

the better since the time they crucified Christ."  

In the middle of the 18th Century, Jews infiltrated and controlled Free Masonry, with their 

terrible Order of the Illuminate, sometimes called rightly THE LUCIFEREAN SOCIETY. 

This was organized by the Jew Adam Weisaupt and was just another step on the road to one-

world control. There are letters available in the National Archives, showing how General 

Washington, himself a high ranking Freemason, warned his Masonic brethren about the 

inroads of a Satanic organization which sought to control Masonry.  



Few people who know Jews intimately, will believe you, if you state that Jews are a virtuous 

people. This seems to be a paradox for a people who are so immersed in sex and since many 

regard Jews as the "most evil of men." But the Jews are both virtuous and immoral. On one 

hand they show their morality, while on the other they can be abhorrently vicious. While this 

may seem to be a contradiction, it can be explained. The Jew is virtuous, because he practices 

a practical love for virtue. The Christian on the other hand has a "platonic love" of virtue. 

(This means a close relationship without the necessity of sexual desire.)  

The Jew is practically virtuous, when it is in his material interests to be virtuous. If it will 

prolong his life, or enable him to gain wealth, he can be the most virtuous person around. But 

he can switch in an instant, to become a viciously wicked person, if the PRINCIPLE OF 

MATERIAL INTERESTS compels him to. When this happens, the virtuous man, becomes 

the vicious one, who will trample on anyone in his bid for material gain.  

Thus, vice and virtue in the hands of a Jew, becomes a powerful means, to be used both as a 

defensive and offensive weapon. With virtue, they will be brave and face losses and 

misfortune; with vice, they will attack any who stand in their way and use any evil means to 

destroy them.  

A good example of this comes to us from the 19th Century. Ilahmi Pascha, son of the Viceroy 

of Egypt, inherited a vast fortune from his father. He became the victim of a Jew named 

Oppenheimer in Alexandria, who became his banker and administered his business affairs. So 

brilliantly did the Jew follow his trade, that in three years, the young Egyptian went from 

enormous wealth to bankruptcy. This example could be multiplied many times over.  

During the Middle Ages, commerce was the great battlefield of Europe. On the one side were 

the native born and on the other, the Jewish invaders. When the "smoke of battle cleared", the 

Jews were victorious. They had acquired control of the entire commercial world. A careful 

check of history, will show that Jewish methods of doing business, have never enriched a 

nation. but only puts money in the coffers of the Jew.  

As is well-known, Jews seldom engage in agriculture, mining, production of raw materials, or 

even the manufacture of things from raw materials. He at-tends mainly to the circulation of 

values, exchanging worthless articles for good money.  

In a great majority of cases, Jews are parasites. They appropriate what others have made from 

the "sweat of their brow." This is why they keep aloof from agriculture. They want nothing to 

tie them down to a particular area. They must be free to move at a moments notice, heading 

where the business action is. That means that Jews always seek out the areas where the most 

plunder is available.  

As an example, during the time when the Italian Republics flourished, Venice, Genoa and 

Florence, were overrun by Jews. But when these Republics fell, the Jews packed up their 

treasures and emigrated northward, settling in Germany, Poland and the Netherlands, where 

commerce and industry was on the increase.  

The Jews were the least successful in Spain, mainly because the Spanish people forced them 

to leave, when they realized they were allies of the Moorish invaders.  



Jews are the same today, as they were 2,000 years ago when our Lord said they were Satan's 

kids! (See John 8:44). They have the same characteristics now as they had then. Neither time, 

nor habit, nor intercourse with foreign elements ever change them.  

The converted Jew, Benjamin Freedman, intimate of seven Presidents, (there is some reason 

to believe he was the adopted son of a Jewish couple, since he did not exhibit Jewish traits) 

wrote about Jews who had converted to Christianity and warned, that in his opinion, the 

majority of them were nothing but spies for Judaism, who got into the churches to cause 

trouble. Jesus implied this in John 12:40, when quoting from Isaiah 6:9, 10, he said: "He hath 

blinded their eyes, and hardened their heart; that they should not see with their eyes, nor 

understand with their heart, and be converted, and 1 should heal them." There are some who 

believe, with Scriptural backing, that a true Jew cannot be saved.  

Because of Jewish ties with religion, tradition and hatred of all non-Jews, they will never 

change. You could as well expect a leopard to change his spots, as for a Jew to change his 

grasping nature. A Jew can be born in, or emigrate to any nation and become a Frenchman, 

an Englishman, a German, or an American. But without fail, if you ask him what he is, his 

reply will be: "I am a Jew!" His alliance is to his people, not to the nation of his birth. Jews 

say they can combine both qualities; but this is impossible. Jesus said in Matthew 6:24 - "No 

man can serve two masters" for either he will hate the one, and love the other; or else he will 

hold to the one and despise the other..."  

I have heard Jews boast: "We are Jews to our fingertips." Since there is very little beyond the 

"fingertips", this leaves no room for patriotism to any country except a Jewish country?  

This same trend towards treason can be seen in the Jewish official who has taken an oath of 

office to serve and protect this country from all enemies. If he is a religious Jew, how can we 

believe him, if he takes the Kol Nidre Oath on the Day of Atonement? In the Talmud, this is 

referred to as "the law of revocation in advance." The recital of this prayer, called the "all 

vows prayer," releases the Jew from any obligation under "oaths, vows, or pledges; entered 

into during the next twelve months."  

In 1844, a group of German Rabbis, realizing what knowledge of the Kol Nidre Vow was 

doing to the credibility of the Jewish people, tried, at the International Conference of Rabbis 

in Brunswick, Germany, to have this changed. But the preponderance of Rabbis speaking 

"Yiddish," who were Russian Khazars, meaning they had no Abrahamic blood in their veins, 

voted it down and the oath remains part of Jewish worship to this day.  

Does this mean that a Jewish Judge is not to be trusted, if he has taken the Kol Nidre Vow? 

Or a Jewish Congressman? Or a Jewish lawyer? Think about this!  

The Jews in America are the only ethnic group who are allowed "dual citizenship." This 

means they can be citizens of the Jewish state in Palestine and at the same time, have full 

citizenship rights in the United States. It has been proven, time after time, when the "chips are 

down," their loyalties are to the Jewish state in Palestine first. This action can be seen in the 

many "Pro-Zionist," "anti-American" actions by Jewish members of Congress.  

Throughout the Middle Ages, the Jews laid the foundations for their future power. They 

cleverly arranged to order a battle of usury and piled up their treasures in every country they 



settled, waiting patiently for the day, when they could emerge from the darkness and climb to 

the top of the "economic power heap."  

On a spring day in the late 1800's, the old edifice of feudalism broke down with a crash heard 

round the world and the political and ecclesiastical institutions never recovered from the 

effects of the French Revolution.  

This was a Jewish Revolution, as was the one which came to Russia in 1918. The path was 

now open for the Jewish conquest of the world. Undermined by the doctrines of Voltaire and 

conquered by the power of liberalism, the national and religious limitations of the Middle 

Ages crumbled into dust and the past was given over to the reconstruction of the present.  

Just as they did later in the Century, at the end of the American Civil War, so now, the Jews 

led in their cries of: "Long live tolerance! Long live Fraternity! Down with rank! Away with 

privileges!" While the South was saved by the patriotic efforts of Americans who refused to 

"buckle in" to Jewish power, there was no white sheeted Ku Klux Klan to save France.  

With ranks closed, the Jews now opened attacks on their enemies everywhere and as they 

overcame them one by one, they erected their own standard, the six pointed star of David, 

over the ruins they had created throughout Europe. Since that date in the 1800's, the flag of 

Judaism has been unfurled from the watchtowers of Europe and few and far between are 

statesmen with moral courage to say "No!" to anything they demand. With the exception of a 

few years during the 1900's, when the German people under Adolph Hitler, made a bid for 

national freedom and struggled to free themselves from Jewish oppression, Europe has 

groveled at their feet. Hitler is hated by the Jews, not because he tried to annihilate them, as 

they aver, but because he was the only man with guts enough to try and free his people from 

their clutches.  

By stirring up revolutions and then lending their support for legitimacy, Jews assisted on one 

hand with the distribution of State-overthrowing Utopias, while on the other, they restored 

Monarchies.  

The Jewish writer Marcus Eli Ravage, writing in the January 1928 issue of Century 

Magazine, recognized this when he stated: "We Jews are at the bottom of nearly all your 

wars; not only of the Russian but of every other major revolution in your history.. .We did it 

solely with the irresistible might of our spirit, with ideas and propaganda."  

Another Jewish writer, Oscar Levy, in the Preface of his book, THE SIGNIFICANCE OF 

THE RUSSIAN REVOLUTION, said: "There is scarcely an event in modern Europe which 

cannot be traced back to the Jews. We Jews today are nothing else but the world's seducers; 

it's destroyers; it's incendiaries; it's executioners.  

We know that all governments require money to operate: the men who lend are Jews - of 

course, and they gain both in cash and corresponding power and privileges.  

During the American Civil War, both sides were financed by the Jews; as was the Russian 

Revolution and World Wars I and II. The Jews garnered countless billions of dollars of 

Gentile wealth, while the world was drenched in Christian blood, as Christian nation fought 

Christian nation and the International Jews set back, rubbing their hands in glee.  



In 1869, Just after the Civil War, a prominent Jewish Rabbi named Reichhorn, speaking at 

the funeral of Grand Rabbi Simeon-Ben-Iudah in the Prague, said: "Thanks to the terrible 

power of our International Bankers, we have forced the Christians into wars without number. 

Wars have a special value for Jews, since Christians massacre each other and make more 

room for us Jews. Wars are the Jews harvests: The Jew banks grow fat on Christian wars. 

Over 100-million Christians have been swept off the face of the earth by wars, and the end is 

not yet." (Remember, this statement was made before World Wars I and II, killed additional 

millions - and the Jews have the nerve to speak about a Holocaust!)  

As atoms are drawn towards larger masses under the "law of Gravity," so nations drift 

towards the riches of the Jews. Under the same law, the motion of attracted bodies, becomes 

more and more accelerated and thus Jewish money power grows daily.  

It is a simple fact, which cannot be disputed, that at the present, not one single financial 

operation of any size can be carried out, without some Jew participating and putting some of 

the profits into his own pockets.  

In this manner, Jews have grown from the despised of society, to become its wealthiest, most 

influential citizens and have attained vast power along the way.  

From the height of their economic pinnacle, they command the entire Babylonian Money 

System of finance and industry. There is not a man among us, no matter how anti-Jewish he 

may be, who in some way does not pay tribute to Jewish money power. You can count on 

your fingers, the politicians, preachers, industrialists and educators, who are not debtors to 

the Jews and therefore come under their power.  

Jewish financial power resembles an imp which cannot be seen, but yet he has his fingers in 

every pocket. He is especially experienced in the art of seduction, having received his 

training directly from the "master seducer" of all times, who is his father (See John 8:44). He 

speaks to the Christian world today, saying in essence: "Worship me and I will lead you to 

happiness." While in reality, he is leading us to a death too horrible to contemplate!  

Hand in hand with the phenomenal rise to power of Jewish financial interests, has been the 

rise of individual members. Those wandering Jews who used to be crafty speculators, old 

clothes men and peddlers, have now opened elegant offices in the halls of world industry.  

At the close of the Napoleonic Wars, a Frankfort Jew by the name of Rothschild, rose to 

power as the visible head of Jewish supremacy. All other Jews bowed to this ruler. As the 

"king of world finances," he commanded the rallying masses of Jewish capital as surely as 

the Kaiser controlled the armies of Germany, or the Czar, the "hordes" of Russia.  

It is impossible to calculate the power of this family, since they had at their beck and call, 

thousands of millions of dollars and Kings and Presidents cringed at their spoken word.  

The head of the Rothschild clan was as much a world ruler, as any crowned head who had 

ever ruled, and his subjects were the countless millions of human beings who labored 

incessantly to support his splendor.  



In the Twentieth Century, this Jewish family was challenged by an American family named 

Rockefeller. These people hid their Jewishness behind the facade of Protestantism and 

engaged in a "life and death" financial struggle for world supremacy.  

The profits acquired by the International Jewish Bankers, were also used to improve their 

social standing and we see them as they mingle with and are accepted by the aristocracy of 

Europe and America. They longed for a monopoly of the Liberal Arts and Sciences, which 

were at one time open only to the higher ranks of society. Knowing they could acquire this 

honor only by means of engaging in literature, medicine and public education, they set out to 

monopolize the professions of Law and Journalism.  

Today, Jewish journalists form in every state, a closely connected, powerful combine, 

composed of the most clever and industrious minds. who are dedicated to the furtherance of 

International Zionism by all means, fair and foul. They have appropriated the rights of 

intervention in foreign affairs, to the point where the Anti-Defamation League of the B'nai 

B'rith (an unregistered agent of a foreign power, Israeli) to all intents and purposes, controls 

the American Congress. Powerful men, like former Senator J. William Fulbright of Arkansas, 

have tried to buck them and have learned to their sorrow, that to criticize the Jews, even 

truthfully, means "political suicide."  

As the Jews attained social status, they invaded the Christian social world; brainwashing 

Christians of varying religious hues, with the false theology, that they, the one's who hated 

and murdered our Lord, are indeed "the Chosen People of God" and as such can do no wrong.  

Blinded by Jewish cries of "brotherhood," coming from organizations formed to confuse 

Christians and from apostate religious groups such as the National Council of Churches; 

befuddled by the humane appearances of Jewish theories, our churchmen for the most part, 

seemed incapable of perceiving the danger which threatened the Christian world.  

One look at the world of diplomacy, will show how it has been overrun by Jews. In England, 

Disraeli, Lord Beaconsfield, became the Prime Minister. The WESTMINSTER REVIEW 

of that time, quoted Daniel O'Connor as saying: "If Disraeli's genealogy could be traced, he 

would no doubt, be found to be the true heir-in-law of the impenitent thief on the cross."  

There were others in England, Sir Nathaniel Mayer de Rothschild Bart; Josiah Wedgewood 

during the World War I; Theodore Herzl, the father of modern Zionism, who was a power in 

British politics.  

Samuel Untermeyer, who arranged for the "International Boycott Conference" in Amsterdam 

in July 1933, stated: "...the holy war... in which we (Jews) are embarked is a war which must 

be waged unremittingly.. the Jews are the aristocrats of the world.. .this boycott must be 

against all German goods shipping and services.. we will drive the last nail in the German 

coffin  

At this time, Germany was deep in a terrible depression which had been brought about by 

Jewish manipulation of the "money market." In 1940, the eminent Rabbi Maurice Perlman, 

head of the British Section of the World Jewish Congress, told a cheering Canadian audience, 

as reported by the Toronto Evening Telegram, February 26, 1940: "The World Jewish 

Congress has been at war with Germany for seven years." This means they had set out to 

destroy Germany, two years before Hitler came to power. ls it any reason the German people 



defended themselves? It's no wonder they hated the Jews. The Jews are not the innocent, 

persecuted people we have been led t~ believe.  

Dr. Donald C. Blaisdell, Professor of Government at the College of the City of New York, 

published an important document entitled AMERICAN POLICY FOR THE NEAR EAST, 

in the Jewish publication ISSUES, official organ for the American Council for Judaism, in 

the fall of 1959, he stated: '.' No minority of Irish, of German, of Polish, Italian, or Greek 

extraction has been able to manipulate policy to its advantage as have the Zionist leaders of 

the American Jews."  

During World War II, the Administration of Franklin Delano Roosevelt, was literally overrun 

by Zionist Jews and more and more evidence is surfacing, to show that President Roosevelt, 

deliberately led America into that War at the behest of International Zionism  

The Hon. Mr. Henry L. Stimson, Secretary of Defense during World War II, wrote in his 

daily diary for November 21, 1941, two weeks before Pearl Harbor, that the President had 

told his Cabinet that morning in a White House meeting, that he wanted us to be at war with 

Japan, but that he "did not want it to appear that the United States had fired the first shot." He 

then went ahead and knowingly provoked Japan into the attack and then withheld information 

from the military commanders at Pearl Harbor, so that they were not prepared to defend the 

Island.  

This intrigue, (TREASON would be a better word) came at the time when F.D.R. was 

making his famous "fireside chats" with the American people, assuring them that "Ah hate 

wah, and will nevah send American boys to fight on foreign soil, NEVAH! NEVAH! 

NEVAH!!"  

After World War II, President Harry Truman carried on in the footsteps of F.D.R. and 

recognized an armed uprising of 800,000 armed aliens, who had been transplanted into 

Palestine as part of the Zionist plan. On May 15, 1948, he gave official recognition to the 

"Bandit State of the Israeli."  

President Truman in 1948, used the power and prestige of the United States to compel the 

United Nations to accept this "gang of terrorists," as a "peace loving nation" - a nation which 

had come into being through terror, armed uprising and billions of American tax dollars. 

America has been in bondage to the Israeli ever since. We have poured uncounted billions of 

our national wealth down the "Zionist rat hole." Today, that country is carrying out a war of 

systematic genocide, against the Arab people.  

When General Eisenhower became President, he also was faithful to the Jews who had put 

him into office. In 1956, he sent 14,000 American troops into Lebanon and stationed the 

Sixth Fleet off its coast to protect the Jews.  

The pathway of political lies to the American people, continued under John Kennedy, always 

under guidance of the Jews who were in power. These were more interested in the welfare of 

the Jewish State than the safety of the United States and while we armed the Jewish State 

with our most sophisticated weapons, regardless of the cost to the American taxpayer, our 

own Armed Forces were allowed to deteriorate at an alarming pace, until we came dose to 

becoming a "second rate" power.  



In 1938, the Senior Kennedy, was America's Ambassador to England. He reported to 

Washington, that Neville Chamberlain had told him, that it was the Jews in the United States 

and Britain, who forced Britain into the Second World War. Since this information had to be 

suppressed at all costs, Roosevelt recalled Kennedy to silence him and this was the beginning 

of the liquidation of Joseph Kennedy as a politician.  

This story of Jewish control in Washington continued on through the Nix. on, Carter and into 

the present Administration of Ronald Reagan. From. the Administration of F.D.R. with 52 

Jews, out of a total of 72 advisors - and many of those foreign born, we have gone on to see 

our most conservative President of this Century, leaning on Jews and Zionist stooges, for his 

top-level information.  

There is much confirmation, from reliable sources, which proves that all the important 

legislation on file since the beginning of the New Deal in 1932, has been written by Jew',:. 

Not to mention the vast amount of similar legislation which has- been written at State level.  

As far back as 1936, the Jewish newspaper, DER TAG, wrote on April 9, 1936: "The Jews of 

America, because of their numbers, interest and ability, constitute a great political force. 

They have not usurped this power; it BELONGS to them as of right! They are going to 

exercise it as they see fit. What are you going to do about it?"  

Rather than endure the smears which would come their way through the Jew controlled media 

and the Zionist lobbyists, many members of Congress have been willing to sell future 

generations of Americans into virtual slavery. Spineless creatures engrossed with the egotism 

of the importance of their positions and believing they are the all-wise mentors of the nation, 

they have become guilty of the grossest hypocrisy of all times, as they have deliberately 

evaded the one and all-important issue which is the foundation of most of our problems. As a 

result of failing to strike at the root of the problem, they are presiding over the destruction of 

their own White race, without a seeming qualm of conscience.  

Many members of Congress desire this life of hypocrisy and leave this major issue to others. 

Thus our internal enemy has a free and open field in which he rapidly moves toward his goal 

of world control.  

Communism - the major tentacle of the Zionist plan for world conquest, was set up by the 

Jews in 1917. In other places in this book, I have shown how they openly bragged about their 

part in this conspiracy. It was a Jewish plot to enslave "non-Jews," whom (hey call "goyim", 

which literally means "cattle," and rule over them. They will scream to high heaven that this 

accusation is "Untrue!" but the plan is there, the proof is there and it is plainly taught in their 

holy book, the Babylonian Talmud and in numerous Jewish writings. These will prove that 

the Jews, as a whole, consider the rulership of the world, theirs by virtue of their destiny as 

the Chosen People of God. A careful study of the Scriptures will prove otherwise, no matter 

how loudly your pastor proclaims to the contrary.  

I should take this opportunity of explaining the meaning of several words, which I have 

already used numerous times. The TALMUD is a collection of Jewish civil and canonical 

(religious) laws. It was begun during the Babylonian captivity of the tribes of Judah and 

Benjamin. A new sect arose among the Hebrew worshipers, which became known as the 

Pharisees and which rapidly rose to become the major power in Judaism. They began a major 

religious work, known as the Talmud, which was not completed until some 500 years after 



the time of Christ. This tremendous religious work is made up of 63 volumes and is the final 

authority, superceding the Laws of Moses, in any matter relative to the religious conduct of 

Jews worldwide.  

The TORAH is Jewish tradition and instructions or decisions, given by the Pharisee priests 

or Rabbis as a Divine revelation. It was with this group that our Lord had His most violent 

controversies, when He said to them: "In vain do ye worship me (God), teachings for 

doctrines the commandments of men," (Mark 7:7). They contain part of the first five books of 

the Old Testament, known as the Pentateuch. The word "Goy" refers to all "non-Jews", with 

the plural "goyim." As I mentioned earlier, this literally means: "animal." Let's look at some 

of these Talmudic teachings. I will give you the Volume and page here they can be found.  

First let me tell you what some of the eminent Jewish Rabbis have said about the Talniud. 

Rabbi Ismael said: "The teachings of the Talmud stand above all others laws. They are more 

important than the laws of Moses."  

Rabbi Menachem, commenting on the Fifth Book said: "The decision of the Talmud are 

words of the living God. Jehovah Himself asks the opinion of the earthly rabbis when there 

are difficulties in heaven."  

Tract Mechilla: "Jehovah Himself studies the Talmud standing, He ha, much respect for that 

book."  

KEKUT CHADASZ (171,3): "It is forbidden to disclose the secrets of the law. He who 

would do it would be as guilty as though he destroyed the whole world."  

SANHEDRYN, (59a): "Every goy who studies the Talmud and every Jew who helps him in 

it, ought to die."  

LIBBRE DAVID (37): "To communicate anything to a goy about our religious relations 

would be equal to the killing of all the Jews, for if the goyim knew what we teach about 

them, they would kill us openly."  

SZALLOTH-UTSZABOT (17): "A Jew should and must make a false oath when the goyim 

asks if our books contain anything against them."  

BABA MECIA, (114, 6): "The Jews are human beings, but the nations of the world are not 

human beings but beasts."  

SIMEON HADDARSEN (56-D): "When the Messiah comes, every Jew will have 2,000 

slaves."  

MIDRASCH TALPIOTH (p. 225-L): "Jehovah created the non-Jew in human form so that 

the Jew would not have to be served by beasts. The non-Jew is consequently an animal in 

human form, and condemned to serve the Jew, day and night."  

NADARINE, (20, B): "A Jew may do to a non-Jewess what he can do. He may treat her as 

he treats a piece of meat."  



MAIMONIDES, JAK CHASAKA (2:2): "A Jew may misuse a non-Jewess in her state of 

unbelief."  

TOSEFA. ABODAH ZARA (8, 5): "If a goy kills a goy or a Jew he is responsible; but if a 

Jew kills a goy he is NOT responsible."  

MISHNA SANHEDRYN (57) (This is a good example of what our Lord meant when he 

said to the Pharisees: "Ye make the word of God of nonefrect, by your traditions.) "Thou 

shalt not do injury to they neighbor, but it is not said, 'Thou shalt not do injury to a goy.'  

SCHULCHAN ARUCH: "A Jew is permitted to rape, cheat and perjure himself; but he must 

take care that he is not found out, so that Israel may not suffer."  

SCHULCHAN ARUCH: "Those who do not confess the Torah and the Prophets MUST be 

killed."  

SCHULCHAN ARUCH (348): "All property of other nations belongs to the Jewish nation, 

which, consequently is entitled to seize it up without any scruples. An orthodox Jew is not 

bound to observe principles of morality towards people of other tribes. He may act contrary 

to morality, if profitable to himself or to the Jews in general." (You wonder why the Israeli 

treat the Arabs as they do when they are taught this "mental sewage" in their synagogues?)  

Do I have to go on with more, and there are thousands, to prove to you that Jews are not to be 

trusted? How can a Jew take an oath of loyalty to America, when he becomes naturalized, 

when he is allowed to lie and disregard his oath? How can a Jew legally and morally take an 

oath of public office, if he believes these teachings? How can a Jew be expected to act as a 

worthy individual in his capacity as a publisher, an editor, a correspondent, a judge, a lawyer, 

a banker, a statesman, or an educator?  

Why is it that the Jew, who is an oriental, is given more rights than the Japanese, Chinese, or 

Korean among us? Sounds to me like rank discrimination Yet the Jew is supposed to be the 

defender of Civil rights! What a hypocrisy!  

The Jewish founder of modern Communism, Karl Marx, said of his people: In vain do we 

look for the key to the labrynth of the Jewish soul in his religion. On the contrary, we must 

look for the mystery of his religion in the mystery of his nature. What is the basis of Judaism? 

A practical passion and greed for profit! To what can we reduce its religious worship? To 

extortion! Who is their real God, CASH!"  

So to accomplish this plan for world takeover, Jews create wars, revolutions and depressions, 

as a means of seizing power during the time of chaos. In the Communist textbook 

PSYCHOPOLITICS, the plan for the takeover of the United States, written in 1933: they 

say . . our chief goals are effectively carried forward. To produce a maximum chaos in the 

culture of the enemy is our first and most important step. Our fruits are grown in chaos, 

distrust, economic depression and scientific turmoil  

For hundreds of years now, this has been the Jewish plan of world conquest, on instructions 

from their Grand Sanhedrin of Constantinople, as laid down in their VENGEANCE 

PROTOCOL of 1492. To do this, they have cornered the world supply of gold and have sold 

the non-Jewish world the fiction that gold is wealth, instead of the land and commodities. 



Today, the entire world bows to the the Jewish idol of gold, and worships it as much as did 

the Babylonians during the time of Nebuchadnezzar. (See Daniel 3).  

By their control of gold, they control the means of propaganda as I have proven in other parts 

of this book. They smear all those who refuse to "knuckle under" to their desires and shut off 

the truth concerning foreign news to our people.  

The International Jewish Council which met at Basle, Switzerland in 1879, drew up a far-

reaching plan entitled THE PROTOCOLS OF THE LEARNED ELDERS OF ZION, as a 

formula from which to launch their world offensive. While world Jewry proclaims these to be 

a forgery, we should recognize that a "forgery" is merely an "unauthorized copy of an 

original." The Jews have never questioned the authenticity of the original PROTOCOLS 

which were written in Hebrew, only the English translation which exposes their plans to the 

world. The important consideration is not whether this translation is a forgery or not, but the 

fact that they have been carrying out the details of this plot, as laid down in the English 

translation, to the very letter. As I write, I have before me a photograph which was taken at 

that Council meeting, naming each member on the Council. This photograph and text, were 

photocopied directly from the Universal Jewish Encyclopedia, Vol. 2,1948 edition, page - 

102.  

There is much documentary proof that the Russian Revolution was planned and financed by 

international Jewry. Jacob Schiff, Otto Kahn and Paul War-burg, members of the Jewish firm 

of Kuhn, Loeb and Co., New York bankers, advanced $48-million and trained 276 Jewish 

revolutionaries from New York Cities Lower East Side. These men were sent to Russia in 

1917, to overthrow the established government and set up the present Communist regime. 

They passed through Germany, even though we were at war with that country at the time and 

received permission to do so from Paul Warburgh's brother, who was Kaiser Wilhelm's Chief 

of Espionage and the German Chancellor Van Bethman-Hallweg, also a Jew.  

President Woodrow Wilson (Democrat), was put into office on the basis of Jewish support. 

$50,000 was given to his campaign fund, by the Jew Bernard Baruch, and he also had a 

$40,000 blackmail bill paid off by a prominent Jew. Baruch's money was given on the basis 

of passage of the Federal Reserve Act of 1913, which placed all United States Banking 

Reserves under control of the International Jewish Bankers and which was the forerunner of 

our present economic woes. Rothschild, Rockefeller, Kuhn, Loeb, Lehman, were just a few 

of the names which were involved and although the Rockefeller clan has masqueraded as 

Gentiles, they are of Jewish descent.  

While most Americans believe the Federal Reserve Banks are government owned, they are 

privately owned and the geographical dispersal of the twelve, represents window dressing. 

All are dependent on the Federal Reserve Bank of New York City, which is under complete 

control of the International Jewish Bankers.  

These banks collect dividends resulting from interest payments of the United States 

Government on its bonds sold to the Federal Reserve Banks and financed of course by 

deposits of Commercial Banks throughout the country, USING YOUR MONEY!  

The United States Government pays interest on its own credit and the International Jewish 

Bankers collect it and grow rich off the sweat of the American taxpayer. In 1915 our National 

debt was about $303-million, by 1981, it had grown to $959-billion and in 1982, it passed the 



One trillion dollar mark. Add to this a State debt of $111.7 billion by the end of 1979, plus 

God only knows how much personal debts, and you can see the stranglehold these leeches 

have placed on this country. They are slowly but surely bleeding America to death.  

Today, in the face of almost unheard of economic woes, we see the strange sight of our 

Government, borrowing over $50-billion at high interest rates, so that we can give it away in 

Foreign Aid Programs. The major recipient of our handouts, being the Bandit State of Israeli. 

By the end of 1979, they had received over $12-billion in loans, (this is only what we see on 

the surface) and much of this has been outright grants.  

Looking at all these facts, can't you see where the money power lies? It most certainly is not 

in the hands of Congress, where it was meant to be. By their control of gold, the International 

Jewish Bankers have become richer by the hour, while Gentile America bows their back in 

virtual economic slavery. Today the American taxpayer is paying a higher percentage of his 

wages in taxes, than was paid by the mediaeval serf. This was the plan of the PROTOCOLS: 

"Drain the entire product of materials and labor off the land and into our coffers."  

International Jewry. The only way we can be free from the plague under which they have 

placed us, is to remove the cause. Our battle cry must be: DOWN WITH JEWISH 

WORLD RULE!  

We must not be led astray by our hatred of a people, although the Lord knows, we have good 

reaspn to hate them. But our fight must be against the anti Christ, anti-freedom policies their 

leaders advocate.  

We know God will be with us, if we seek His face and turn from our wicked ways, for He has 

promised us this. (2 Chronicles 7:14) He is always on the side of righteousness and against 

evil.  

There are solutions to this problem. But the milder solutions can only come, as the Jews are 

willing to lift the cloud of censorship they have placed on the Christian world and when 

words, backed by good intentions, take the place of the weapons they now use.  

As long as Jews insist on being a Jewish entity, instead of individuals, they will force 

Christians, as a means of self-defense, into dealing with them as an entity alien and hostile to 

Christian people. If America insists on allowing dual-citizenship, instead of insisting that 

American loyalty be to America alone, then the Jews will continue to be not only a "thorn in 

the flesh," but an ever increasing danger to us.  

Our Constitution guarantees "freedom of speech and press" to all U.S. citizens: but if we 

allow an alien minority to take this away, by imposing their own censorship, then we deserve 

everything we will get.  

Today, as the great drama of the ages unfolds before us, we have two paths we can follow. 

The one which is lined with the trinkets and glamor of Jewry, the comfort of the "big brother 

system" which will take care of us from the cradle to the grave and the other path, which 

offers nothing at first, except sacrifice. But in the end, the results will be vastly different. 

Those who seek only personal pleasure and comforts, those who believe: "You only go 

around once in life; so live with gusto." These will find servitude and death at the end of the 



road. The other path of sacrifice will end with the fulfillment that comes from loyalty, 

courage, duty and honor. This is the path which leads to life.  

Today, the American people are offered two opinions, shall we serve God, or shall we serve 

the oppressors of our people?  

Today, ruling over our people, is an oppressive anti-White, anti-Christ government. Will we 

serve it? Our fore-fathers would not! In the Declaration of Independence, Thomas Jefferson 

said THAT We "are endowed by our Creator with certain unalienable rights, that among 

these are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. That to secure these rights governments are 

instituted among men deriving their lust powers from the consent of the governed, that 

whenever such government becomes destructive to these ends it becomes the right of the 

people to alter and abolish it and institute new government."  

The fact that we are free gives us the right to establish and maintain a government which will 

enable us to enjoy the natural rights, so aptly expressed by the political philosopher, John 

Locke. Not only is it our right, but it is our DUTY! Jefferson said: "When a long train of 

abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same object, evinces a design to reduce them 

under absolute despotism, it is their right, nay IT IS THEIR DUTY, to throw off such a 

government, and to provide new guards for their future security."  

Our first allegiance is to the "God of our fathers." His Law and our alienable rights under that 

law, is what make us free men and women. Our allegiance cannot be now, or ever, to an 

alien, heathen philosophy, which will eventually enslave us.  

In 1 Kings 18:21, the Prophet Elijah asked our forefathers: "How long halt ye between two 

opinions? If the Lord be God, follow Him; but if Baal, then follow him..." Five hundred years 

earlier, Joshua had asked our people: "If it seem evil unto you to serve the Lord, choose ye 

this day whom ye will serve.. but as for me and my house, we will serve the Lord."  

This is the decision White Christian America must make today. Will we serve Jehovah, the 

God of our forefathers and His Son our Lord Jesus Christ and be free? or will we serve the 

god of the Talmudic Jews and become slaves? Our whole future depends on how we answer 

this question.  

For too long, we have served the law of Baal, which is in the process of producing a raceless, 

soul-less humanity, which is not free, but the slave of the Jewish system of control - control 

over our income, our marriage, our children, our entertainment, our sex life, our education, 

our body, our religion and our politics. I say the time has come when this MUST be stopped. 

But it will only come when Christian men and women know the truth, recognize it for the 

truth and operate on the basis of that truth. It cannot come, as long as our churches are under 

the bondage of Judaism.  

The time is late, the situation often seems to be hopeless. But so was the situation in 1775, 

when Patrick Henry, speaking before the Virginia Convention and attempting to rally his 

fellow Americans to the cause of freedom shouted: "They tell us sir, that we are weak, unable 

to cope with so formidable an adversary. But when shall we be stronger? Will it be next 

week, or next year? Will it be when we are totally disarmed, and a British guard shall be 

stationed in every house?" This is what the Jews seek in America. This is why they are 



behind every move to disarm patriots. How long, Christian America will ye halt between two 

opinions?  

Today, our people are asleep. We are in a dream world, where we imagine we are someone 

else. But God knows who we are! He knows we are His people, even if the preachers don't! 

He knows who the Jews are too, and He said in Revelation 2:9 - "...l know the blasphemy of 

them which say they are Jews, and are not, but are of the synagogue of Satan." He will take 

care of these blasphemers in His own good time, as He stated in Luke 19:27. Christians, will 

you believe then, when you see the destruction of God's enemies? Will you be willing to 

accept the truth then?  

We know this will happen, because God has said it would. When, we do not know. Are you 

willing to have your family live under the rulership of International Jewry in the interim 

period? In the face of our loss of freedom, what will your answer be?  

The day of decision is here. Satan's Kids must go! One way or the other; of their own free 

will, or through force if necessary. In the light of Jewish crimes against humanity in general 

and America in particular we must take stern measures. Whether you want to accept it or not, 

we are in the most desperate danger of our short existence as a free nation. Soon this war is 

going to end in glorious victory for God's true Israel. Are you going to be in on the winning 

side? or will you be one of the rebels who will be weeded out of the kingdom?  

 

CHOOSE YE THIS DAY WHOM YE WILL SERVE! 

The End 
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